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Address Glasscoat Limited 
62 Third Avenue 
The Pensnett Estate 
Kingswinford DY6 7XT

Country United Kingdom

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
We can provide stand-alone coating machines, turn-key finishing plant or extensive facilities to match your requirements and those of your end-
user. We have a wealth of experience and take pride in our customer service, ensuring clients receive effective, reliable, state of the art technology. 
 

We offer design consultancy across the breadth of spray coating to achieve new objectives, cost-effectively realised with the environment in mind. In
meeting the challenge of customer requirements we provide high specification electrostatic disc systems. As an alternative (or in combination) we can
design systems employing: electrostatic bells, or spray guns – conventional / electrostatic / ultrasonic. Contact us to discuss which combination will
best help you achieve your specification.

Flexible Products 
Glasscoat International expertise is to purpose build machinery for the glass container industry and associated products, namely:  
 

Wine, spirits and mineral water etc.

Beverage Bottles
Decorative, giftware and tableware
Perfume and cosmetic containers
Medical and healthcare containers
Flat glass, tiles etc.
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